
Topics lessons w/c Details Yr 8 - Math
Ch12a - Linear equations 5 25/02/2019 L1 +L2 - introduction to basic linear equations.

 L3 + L4- practice on solving linear equations.
L5 - solving linear equations using fractions and decimal numbers.

Ch12b - Inequalities 5 04/03/2019 L1- test ,L2 - introduction toinequalities.
L3+L4- review test and hw on linear equations.

L5 - practice on solving inequalities.
Ch13 - Straight line graphs 5 11/03/2019 L1+L2- introduction to drawing straight line graphs and working out gradients.

L3+L4- working out equations from staright line in the form of y=mx+c.
L5- working out  parallel and perpendicular lines using straight line equations.

Ch14 - Curved Graphs 5 18/03/2019 L1+L2- introduction to graphs involving curves.
L3+L4- constructing a table from formula and using points to develop the formula.
L5- Practice on graphs involving curves. 

Ch15 - Continuous data 5 25/03/2019 L1+L2- Introduction into discrete,  continuous data and frequency tables .
L3+L4 - Using bar charts to represent continous data. Developing frequency polygons.

L5 - working out range and modal groups. 
Ch16 - Simultaenous Equations 5 01/04/2019 L1 + L2- Forming equations with one and two unknown quantities and solcing them using elimination method.

L3+L4 - Graphical solutions of simultaneous equations. 
L5- End of term test on Ch12-15.

Consolidation and Ch17 3 23/04/2019 L3+L4- review end of term test. 
L5- practice solving  equations.

Ch18 - Volumes 5 29/04/2019 L1+L2 - Intrduction to calculating volumes of solids and cuboids. 
L3+L4 - Volumes of solids with uniform cross-sections.

L5- density.
Ch19 + Ch20 - Enlargement & Scale drawing 5 06/05/2019 L1+L2- Introduction to enlargement, finding centre of enlargment and scale factor.

L3+L4- Constructing triangles with scaled-down measurements, Introduction to bearings.
L5- Practice on using bearinsg to find distances. 

Ch21- Pythagoras Theorem 5 13/05/2019 L1 +L2- Introduction into pythagoras theorem.
L3+L4 - Finding lengths and the distances of chords from the centre of the circle. 
L5- Converse of pythagoras theorem. 

Ch9 - Circumference and area of a circle 5 20/05/2019 L1+L2 - Diameter, radius and circumference using pie.

L3+L4 - calculating the circumference and finding the radius of a circle given the circumference.
L5- Working out area of a circle.
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